
Domaines Joseph & philippe Roty 2013

October 2015 tragically saw the death of Philippe Roty at the ridiculously early age of 46, 
scarcely more than a decade since he took over from his father, the eponymous Joseph. 
The Domaine continues to be overseen by Madame Roty, Joseph’s widow, whilst Pierre-
Jean, Philippe’s brother, will take a more central role as well as continuing in the vineyards 
as previously. Always in the background, Pierre-Jean was happy to let Philippe look 
after front of house although during harvest he has been involved in the key vinification 
decisions for many years now. A ten minute stint in the vineyard with Pierre-Jean is like a 
masterclass in vineyard husbandry – fascinating and, in true Roty style, wonderfully down 
to earth with no truck given to passing fads and unproven techniques. When we visited in 
early December, Pierre-Jean was at great pains to point out that nothing has changed, nor 
will it change – Domaine Joseph Roty is a family effort, and the family remains strong, albeit 
with different faces.

The 2013 growing season was a far from easy one, starting cold and damp and not really shaking off that 
impression for much of the early summer. Flowering was late as a result and, although it took place in good 
conditions, a violent storm midway through disrupted the cycle, causing many flowers to abort or to set but not 
develop; it was going to be another small harvest, the fourth in a row. July, August and September were much 
warmer with plentiful sun and chèz Roty, as they had removed a lot of leaf growth earlier in the season in response 
to the damp conditions, their grapes had lovely thick skins, enabling the fruit to resist any rot towards the end of 
September as well as adding more phenolics – both colour and flavour – to the skins. Domaine Roty began their 
harvest on 6th October, the latest since 1978, in cool conditions – so cool that some vats had to be gently heated 
in order to get the fermentation started; Pierre-Jean commented on a unusual phenomenon, unique to 2013, of 
ripe green grapes at the heart of bunches of red fruit – they tasted like the red fruit but were essentially albino 
Pinot berries, starved of the light required to convert the green to red, but fully developed in every other sense. 

The wines surprised us in tasting, defying the vintage – charming, opulent and rich, they all but wrote their own 
tasting notes and left us with smiles on our faces. At one point I was moved to write, mid-note ‘These wines are 
good!’ There is no Marsannay Champs St Etienne from Philippe’s personal vineyards this year as the fruit was sold 
to a négociant, and in future vintages it will be amalgamated into the Joseph Roty cuvée. Pierre-Jean describes the 
vintage as a ‘millésime de garde’ – a keeper – suggesting that even the humble Pressonnier would benefit from up to 
ten years storage. We are somewhat more conservative with our estimated drinking dates, but, knowing how the 
Roty wines develop, we will be prepared to eat our hats in a decade’s time when he is proved right!

These wines are offered in bond, London and will be shipped in Spring 2016. When ordering, please let us know 
whether you would like your wines to be stored In Bond or delivered to you Duty Paid. Private Cellar’s en primeur 
terms & conditions apply. For more details visit www.privatecellar.co.uk.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
December 2015
E&OE

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999
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 £ per case
 in bond, London

Marsannay Blanc, Domaine Joseph Roty 2013  £190
Pale gold with a racy, fresh nose of lightly grilled citrus fruit, pure, leading to a zingy palate of intense lemony notes, 
broad with a distant grilled note and a light, clean citrus finish. Drink 2016 – 2018

Marsannay Rosé, Domaine Joseph Roty 2013  £105
Pierre-Jean Roty has been in charge of the Rosé for some years now, unbeknownst to us, and particularly the exact 
degree of pressure it requires to get the right colour, flavours and balance. As ever, this is a beautiful pale onion-skin 
pink with lovely creamy red fruits on the nose, lightly spiced with a distant note of vanilla, leading to a more intense 
palate of creamy red berries, plump with racy acidity, fresh and light with a lovely redcurrant note on the long finish. 
More than just a rosé, get this while you can as it always sells out very quickly. Drink 2016 – 2018

Bourgogne Pressonnier, Domaine Joseph Roty 2013 per 12 bottles £140
  per 6 magnums £160
From vineyards south of Gevrey, towards Morey St Denis, currently just one hectare but with another parcel just added 
to the portfolio which will be included in the 2015 blend. Deep, vibrant red black with a nose of lovely soft red berry 
fruit, alluring with a hint of grilled vanillin behind, leading to a racy palate of dense red fruit, concentrated with delicious 
mouth-watering acidity with light ripe tannins behind and going to a long, evolving finish. Drink 2017 – 2022

Marsannay Villages, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013  £190
Dense red black with a gorgeously rich nose of Morello cherry, sweet and lightly spiced, really attractive, leading to a 
palate of sweet, juicy, intense black fruit with a distant tarry note and lovely spice behind, the tannins so well integrated 
that they scarcely showed beside the fruit. Drink 2018 – 2022

Marsannay en Ouzelois, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013  £220
Dense red black, vibrant to the rim, with a nose of spiced red fruits, black cherries with some grilled notes behind, 
leading to a fresh, rich, dense palate with substantial supple tannins behind the concentrated red berry fruit, rich and 
beautifully spiced on the long finish, wonderfully intense. Drink 2018 – 2022

Côte de Nuits Villages, Domaine Philippe Roty  2013  £225
This is to be the last vintage of the Côte de Nuits Villages, the vineyard directly outside Philippe Roty’s house; in future 
years it will be amalgamated into the Joseph Roty portfolio. Pale red black with a lovely nose of black cherries, spiced 
with some juicy red berry notes too, leading to a palate of more intense black fruits, fresh and creamy with supple 
tannins masked by the fruit and with a light toasty bite behind. Long, fresh and intense on the finish. Drink 2017 – 2020

Gevrey Chambertin, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013  £330
Vibrant, deep red black to the rim with a nose of sweet black cherry, pure Pinot notes, rich and grilled, youthful, leading 
to a dense, softly fruited palate with notes of cool black cherry, fresh and concentrated with substantial ripe tannins 
behind, leading to a long, creamy, dark fruited finish which just keeps going. Impressively alluring already.
Drink 2018 – 2022

Gevrey Chambertin Champs Chenys, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013 per 12 bottles £355
  per 6 magnums £370
With vines averaging 50 years in age, the Rotys do not give this cuvée the Vieilles Vignes accolade bestowed on Philippe’s 
vines – although the law stipulates that Vieilles Vignes begin at 20 years old. Deep red black with a fabulous nose of racy, 
tight, grilled black fruits; very Pinot, very classy. Mouth-coating black fruits on the palate, soft and supple with substantial 
ripe tannins behind, grilled and layered going to a long, rounded finish. Very fine wine. Drink 2019 – 2022

“Each wine in the range flirts with being very special indeed, delivering density,

tension and impact, whether you buy Marsannay or Mazy-Chambertin.”
Bill Nanson on Domaine Joseph Roty in The Finest Wines of Burgundy



 £ per case
 in bond, London

Gevrey Chambertin Champs Chenys Vieilles Vignes, 2013  £360
Domaine Philippe Roty
The last vintage of this particular cuvée as from 2014 Philippe’s fruit will be blended with the Champs Chenys Joseph 
Roty. Planted in 1924 and 1970, the Joseph Roty vines are certainly old, and will no doubt be eventually allowed the 
Vieilles Vignes handle, but only when the Rotys feel that the wines have the maturity to do so. As ever, paler in colour 
with a tight, less overt nose, evanescent and floral with distinct red fruits, leading to an incredibly packed palate of dense 
dark fruit with lovely concentration that takes you by surprise, with supple tannins behind and going to a fabulously long, 
rich, evolving finish. Rich and powerful yet incredibly refined. Drink 2020 – 2023

Gevrey Chambertin Cuvée de la Brunelle, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013  £360
Pale red black right to the rim with a gorgeously elegant nose of perfumed red and black fruits, blackcurrant and 
glycerine, leading to a dense, intense palate of black fruits with a substantial, ripe tannic backbone, with distant grilled 
notes and sumptuous rounded red and black fruits on the finish; purity in a glass. Drink 2020 – 2023

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru les Fontenys, Domaine Joseph Roty 2013 6 per case £360
Dense, deep red black with an intense nose of black fruits, cherry and a hint of Christmas spice, leading to a palate of 
substantial black fruits – blackcurrant, some sloe – rich and concentrated with notes of violets too, going to an intense, 
rich, sweetly fruited finish. Really stylish. Drink 2020 – 2024

Mazy-Chambertin, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013 6 per case £750
Very deep dark red black in colour, yet limpid too, with a stunning nose of spiced black cherries, blackcurrant, grilled and 
richly concentrated, leading to an impressively weighty palate of big black fruit underscored by substantial tannins, ripe 
yet incredibly fresh at the same time, with a spiced grilled note and a hugely long, intense, evolving finish. Superb.
Drink 2020 – 2025

Charmes Chambertin Très Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Joseph Roty  2013 6 per case £850
Deep, dense black red in colour, solid to the rim, with an intensely concentrated nose of grilled, wild black fruits, spiced 
and tight, giving little away, leading to a palate of cool black fruit, subtle and intense, tight with substantial ripe tannins 
behind, really attractive for the longer term with lots going on in the glass and an amazingly intense finish.
Drink 2021 - 2026

Please note that the Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Fontenys, Mazy-Chambertin and 
Charmes Chambertin Très Vieilles Vignes will be allocated owing to their scarcity.

These wines are offered in bond, London and will be shipped during the course of 2016. When ordering, 
please let us know whether you would like your wines to be stored In Bond or delivered to you Duty Paid. 

Private Cellar’s en primeur terms & conditions apply. For more details visit www.privatecellar.co.uk.

To order, please call us on 01353 721 999
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